
 

Black Motion, Flying Bantu added to Vic Falls Carnival
lineup

The Zambezi Lager Vic Falls Carnival will bring in the new year at the iconic waterfall on the Zambezi River at the border
between Zambia and Zimbabwe. The carnival promises a full-throttle adventure, an incredible setting, and a music hungry
crowd with a lineup that showcases the best talent from around Africa.

Adding to the power lineup, South African Music Award winners for Best Dance Album and Best Duo/Group of the Year is
the incomparable Black Motion hailing from South Africa with their signature live act sure to up the tempo at this year’s
carnival. Joining the carnival again as a crowd favourite is none other than dynamic Afro-fusion act, Flying Bantu, from
right underneath the magical spray of the Victoria Falls.

Already on the lineup is smash-hit songstress behind hits like My Baby, Love is Blind, Collide, and many more, Lady
Zamar, and one of South Africa’s most loved bands, Freshlyground, will bring their sing-along fresh afro-pop sound to the
falls. Due to overwhelming demand, Prince Kaybee will once again ignite the festival with his signature mix of banging
tracks, electric mixing, and unforgettable energy.

BCUC will awaken your African spirit with their mix of ritual songs, around the fire hood songs; shebeen songs and church
songs for a new generation infused with rap influences.
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Zambezi Lager is proud to announce the sponsorship of the 2018 edition of the Vic Falls Carnival. Delta Beverages channel
marketing executive, Irimayi Muzorewa, said, “Zambezi Lager is proud to be associated as the sponsor of one of the best
New Year’s festivals on the continent.”

“The brand fits perfectly with the location of the festival in that not only does it take place by the Zambezi River, but the
brand is very close to the heart of the tourist capital of Zimbabwe and Zambezi Lager seeks to provide mighty refreshment
to those adults that yearn for the great outdoors. The carnival offers a great outdoors experience from the amazing wildlife
as well as the scenic views of the mighty waterfalls,” he added.

“The brand will conduct a promotion that will see a number of lucky Zambezi Lager consumers winning experiential prizes
that will include tickets to the three-day carnival extravaganza,” Muzorewa said.

Tickets are on sale via vicfallscarnival.howler.co.za
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